Ed’s Entre
We are on a high after the 34th AGM and the 2nd The Roshgold Young Business
Achievers Awards.
There is plenty of coverage for our readers and we try and encapsulate what has
happened with pictorial essays and our contributors’ narratives.
This is also an issue for recognising our young and the progress they making in business. The YBAA is here to stay and our task is to
develop a strong mentorship and support infrastructure for developing businesses.
Tis, it is that time of the year where chilling, eating, picnicking or leisure takes precedence. There are many stories on leisure and
lifestyle. Read enjoying the juicy summer fruits. Try out the ice cream recipes. Our pieces on the Isle of Capri and Garden Route will
start you on your holiday journey. The book review and interview with author, Raashida Khan will encourage you to read while you on
vacation.
It has been a tough year. Put your feet up, enjoy and get the juices flowing for 2019! Happy holidays and send us your holiday stories
and high resolution pictures for our next edition!
Your comments are welcome! Please do write and win yourself a FREE copy of Raashida Khans, Mirror Cracked
Until we meet again
Haroun Pochee
Editor
harpo@offinet.co.za
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“OUR KIDS WILL
BE ALL RIGHT”
In an article titled “Let’s think out of the box to grow entrepreneurs“ in the May issue of
Roshgold News we stated ;
“Roshgold will soon be opening the doors for the 2018 Roshgold Young Business
Achievers Award. Together with Growing Hands and other network partners we need and
want to boost the cause of budding entrepreneurs. They face challenges from a shrinking
and competitive economy, technology is posing challenges too, funding and financing is
always a criteria and mentorship and life coaching is needed to build their self-esteem and
confidence. We want to make a difference!”

W

e look back and check if our objectives were achieved.

As the curtain closes on an enjoyable, fun and exciting 2018 season of this year’s Roshgold
YBAA challenge we are basking in the glow of a competition that went way beyond the
proverbial mile. The YBAA team, our judges, our partners and our volunteer stakeholders really
stretched themselves and all the resources at our disposal to beat deadlines and entertained
our candidates and guests at the Grand finale. We could not have scripted a better ending.
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BY HAROUN POCHEE
B.Com C.A. (S.A.)

One can’t describe the feeling of
anticipation and goose bumps, as our
enthusiastic never say die team, working
hard in the background linked up live
with the winning husband and wife Omar
duo in Los Angeles. Yes, L.A. California.
U.S.A.
They
were
congratulated
by presenter Shaakira Rahiman to
thundering applause from the audience.
The acceptance speech rubbed off onto
the audience and the finalists on stage
just lapped in the spirit of the occasion.
“The #ChampionSouthAfrica nation
building project is committed to ensure
our mantra of Champion People Build
Champion Nations becomes a lived
experience. That’s why we like the work
of @roshgold_investment_holdings and
their Young Business Achiever Awards.”–
Ashraf Garda, Champion South Africa
Mission accomplished!
In a matter of just over a month and
a half, the team put together four
successful meets across the country.
The competition had arrived and
the YBAA was a national outreach.
Johannesburg was followed by Durban,
Lenasia and finally Cape Town. Engaging
young people from all corners of South
Africa has been a great experience.
They are so cool. They want to taste
success. They cherish the support and
most importantly there is such talent
at grassroots level thinking out of the
box is not needed. We need that box to
continue cultivating and growing these
young entrepreneur seedlings. Here is a
example;
“This was an opportunity for me to
take control of the potential of my
business idea and to build a future with
my dreams. It was a turning point in
redirecting my goals and focusing on
empowering myself to create a legacy.
My heartfelt appreciation to the parents
who had nominated me and to Roshgold
for reminding us that we can always
better ourselves, there is no limit to your
potential!” -Zaakira Rawat, Tuition Aid.

Their business concepts and ideas show
maturity beyond their ages. Who would
have thought of businesses specialising
in Almond rockers or exporting cape
crops abroad? Winners, Hastag our
Stories empower mobile journalists in
fourty countries to tell stories with their
mobile phones. There some interesting
story posts on their Facebook page.
They say;
“Our vertical videos are global, raw and
amplify to realities of young people are
the world. Providing more cameras, more
perspectives and more truth.”
So we have many creatives who
are expressing themselves, their
personalities and their talents on the
canvas of business. Creativity is not
easy in the cut and thrust of business.
Business is a tough game and people
play hard and squeeze. This is an
antithesis of a free spirit and a creative
culture. However, it is fitting for the young
to make a mark in sustaining themselves
in the true spirit of their personalities and
how technology becomes an enabler
of innovative practices and facilitates
disruptive business models.
For many of us who are not as versatile
and creative as the new generation we
need to follow in the footsteps of these
super heroes. They will teach us how
to engage, network and reach out. They
wheel and deal and use their innate
creativity to overcome what we consider
to be unsurmountable hurdles. Looking
at them strut predator like at the annual
meeting made me think of super heroes
like the Avengers. Only in this case they
real and not a fiction of our imagination
or cartoon characters.
Another timely lesson for us old-timers is
that we need to really look at getting out
of the comfort zones of tradition. The
hunger they show cannot be matched
by us. The speed with which they react
makes us look sloppy. Having mentored
some of our candidates and dealing with
them on a regular basis they have shown

to being fast to adapt. We in the older
generation are cynical, too cautious and
think we know it all. We have forgotten
that the landscape has changed. Many
of these businesses do not have shops,
they advertise and market in cyberspace
and are generating very healthy cash
flows. They make do with less. They
drive less expensive cars and they willing
to toil in an era of “new” business. Some
successful ones work long hours.
Most importantly, unlike our generation
they do not read newspapers.
Newspapers today publish old news
which is instantaneous in a faster
moving world stitched together by
the flow of digital news flows. Those
days of going to your local café and
buying a newspaper are numbered.
Tech savvy they adopt technology like
ducks take to water. They learn about
modern management practices through
technology platforms and go for sales
and market penetration.
Thus the mentor –mentee relationship
for many of us elders is a refreshing
change as we battle to adapt to their
world. We may have experience and lots
of skills but we NOT equipped for today’s
business game. What it calls for is a new
slate in a new world where we as elders
need to learn from them and they in turn
learn from us. It can be difficult as logic
and reason are defied by these agile
operators.
Our respected and independent judges
have this to say after they combed and
ploughed through exceptional entries.
“We are blown away by the talent,
ambition and drive displayed by our
future leaders . Well done to the Roshgold
team for a beautiful event ,and to their
commitment in community and youth
upliftment. We are proud to be a part of
these initiatives .I am excited to embark
on the mentoring /coaching journey
with the finalists. We can then proceed
to elevate our superstars to epic levels
and heights. Well done Roshgold, Awqaf
and Al Baraka Bank!” -Razia Mohamed,
Official Judge
First time judge, Imaan Maleka quipped;
“I am excited to be part of this initiative. I
got very inspired by the entrants and this
experience gave me hope in our youth!
Honestly, all is not lost… our kids will be
all right. Alhamdulillah!”
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The Freedom of Entrepreneurship:

Myth or Reality?

By Mohamed Bray

W

hat a time to be alive and part of South Africa and Africa. Realistically, the
only real economic growth opportunity to kickstart South Africa and the rest
of Africa lies solely in the hands of those willing to take a risk and venture into
the world of entrepreneurship. The leveling of the playing fields simply due to access to
information right at your fingertips pretty much gives anyone willing to take a chance
the opportunity to create a business of their choice. A mantra that you may want to
adopt is “nothing ventured, nothing gained.”

Did you know that only 15% of the workforce in a corporate
environment is truly engaged, motivated and passionate
about what they do? This 15% of motivated staff are the ones
fundamentally driving the organisation and ensuring that
overall success happens. So the question is “what on earth are
the remaining 85% of the workforce doing?”
Right now, where do you find yourself? Are you lucky enough
that you are part of the 15% engaged workforce in a corporate
environment or are you part of the 85% who are demotivated,
04		
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lacking passion to even show up to work or just living to work
and paying bills? Critically evaluate yourself at this point. Be
honest with yourself.
Entrepreneurship is nothing more than the sheer will to succeed.
It is the absolute desire to achieve what others perceive as
hard or what is not possible. Entrepreneurship is a mindset, an
attitude that allows for malleability and lifelong learning. Hard
work pays off. You determine the payoff.

Entrepreneurship is grueling, often lonely and a never ending
journey. Don’t fall for the hashtags and Instagram stories of
Rolex watches, German car purchases with free afternoons and
lazy weekends while your business is a money-printing machine.
As an entrepreneur you would work harder than you ever have
before. In actual fact, you will miss that paycheck hitting your
bank account on the 25th of the month, every month. You will
quickly realise that business does not keep business hours.
As a business owner it will never close and there is always
something that will need your attention. Sundays will laugh in
your face as you study the latest financial statement looking to
squeeze extra margin out of your business.
So, why is everybody aspiring to chase this dream of
entrepreneurship? What is it that people are yearning for?
Purpose? Values? Or Social impact? This is what entrepreneurs
crave and drive themselves to achieve. Profits and financial gain
are an outcome of a business venture that serves a purpose of
their customer base, resonates with the values of a society and
has a higher purpose of positive social impact.
With little to no downtime, what does entrepreneurship really
free you from or what freedom can it offer you? From a more
personal and emotional perspective, entrepreneurship can offer
you freedom in these four areas:
Purpose - Find your purpose and drive it with sheer passion
and you are halfway to ensuring you are on the right track.
Businesses driven by people who are absolutely passionate
and believe in the purpose that it serves are more likely to
succeed. As an entrepreneur, you will have the freedom where
you put your effort, time and physical resources into. This is
truly liberating.
Time - While setting up any new initiative will take pretty much
all of your time for the first 12 to 24 months, the investment
of your time into something that you believe in will be worth
it. Should you use this time to setup your initiative correctly
from the start, will ensure that you have the freedom down the
line to not only do great work, but also the ability to take time
out, reflect and refresh yourself more often than the standard
twenty one days of leave offered by many a corporate!
People - There is nothing more energizing than working with
people who share the same sentiment, energy and passion as
you do. As an entrepreneur, you will have the freedom to choose
who you work with. You will choose who you want to serve and
who works in your business. The most successful businesses
are great only because of the people who work in it and on it.
Finances - As an entrepreneur you will need to get used to the
concept of being paid last or if at all! It is a serious responsibility

employing people and ensuring there is sufficient cash flow
to pay those awesome and inspiring staff in your business.
Entrepreneurship will teach you all about money that a paycheck
on the 25th of the month cannot. Wealth and income are two
very different things and it is wealth that you need to build.
Building your own enterprise not only generates an income for
you, but will allow you to build wealth over time. How you choose
to build that wealth is solely up to you either by reinvesting into
your existing business or leveraging your business to venture
into other revenue generating assets.
Bringing the concept of freedom closer to reality, there are two
concepts that one should apply to your business to achieve
flexibility of time and to create a lifestyle out of entrepreneurship.
Concept 1: Start your business with the intention of selling it.
When you adopt a mindset of building an asset to sell it, one
always makes sure that it is kept in good order, it is neat and
tidy and built to achieve the highest possible value and price.
From a business perspective, ensure that you start it off right by
ensuring you have up to date management accounts and audits
if needs be. Never run the business as a sole proprietorship
and always set up a legal entity. Remember you are not the
business and don’t mix business cash with personal cash. The
first thing any business person will ask for are your financials.
The numbers don’t lie. Secure the business from an insurance
and assurance perspective so if something happens to the
business or you as the owner, there is sufficient cover to get
it up and running again. Build good relations with bankers and
financiers. Constantly review your position and either mitigate
your liabilities or increase your facilities depending on the life
stage of the business. When it is time to exit, you will be able to
hand over a business that is setup for success.
Concept 2: Work yourself out of your job! Now this sounds crazy,
but if you do not build the people inside of your business and
empower them to run the operations, you will forever be stuck
in the daily grind. As you and your business grow, ensure you
are grooming and coaching your staff. By ensuring your staff
are well trained and able to run the business, you will find more
free time to work on the business instead of in the business.
You will have more time to reflect and ensure the business is
heading in the right direction. Free time also allows you to start
other initiatives while your existing business ticks over with a
good team supporting it.
Finally, surround yourself with people who will support you,
encourage you and help you when times get tough, because
they will get tough. Ensure you have access to mentors who
can unblock issues on your journey and show you new ways of
achieving your goals. Don’t climb the ladder to success. Take
the lift!

Written by Mohamed Bray. Mohamed is an entrepreneur from Cape Town who owns multiple businesses. He is an
ex corporate survivor having spent 14 years in the technology sector as a consultant to major blue chip corporates,
government sector and non-profit organisations. He is an ex board member of the International Institute of Business
Analysis where he promoted and supported the business analysis profession in South Africa. Mohamed is also an
international speaker having delivered talks in South Africa, Europe and America. For further information, he can be
contacted at mohamed.bray@gmail.com
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HEALTHCARE

PROFESSIONALS LISTING

RESIDENT SPECIALISTS
Dentist
Dr S Noormohammed*
.........................................031 492 3468
Dermatologist
Dr K Hoosen...............031 492 3459*
Ear Nose & Throat Surgeons
Dr WP Kuhn................031 492 3450
Dr J Naidoo...............031 492 3450*
General Surgeons
Dr I G M Hoosen........031 492 3448
Dr E Mansoor.............031 492 3443
Dr U Singh.................031 492 3469*

Pulmonologist
Dr M Suleman...................031 492 3440

SESSIONAL ALLIED
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS

Radiologist
Perumal & Partners Radiologists
...............................................031 492 6888

Cardiac Technologist
Ms P Singh....................031 492 3400*

Rheumatologist
Dr K J Chinniah................031 492 3446
Urologist
Dr A Bhorat........................031 492 3453

Audiologist
Patel & Suleman Audiologists*
................................................031 492 3461

Neurologist
Dr A Bhanjan..............031 492 3465

Biokineticist
Meer & Meer......................031 492 3475

Neurosurgeon
Dr S Lachman............031 492 3466

Chiropractor
Dr TP Naidoo ....................031 492 3486

Obstetricians & Gynaecologists
Dr A Bassa....................031 702 4578
Dr S Rahim................031 492 3445*
Dr S Suliman.............031 492 3463
.......................................031 309 4222
Dr R Vatharajh.........031 492 3469*

Clinical Psychologists
Mrs N Ebrahim................031 492 3476*
Ms S Jeewa......................031 492 3477*
Dr S Rawat......................031 492 3480*

Ophthalmologists
Dr S Aghdasi.............031 492 3458*
Dr M I Motala..............031 492 3447

Dietician
Ms S Razak......................031 492 3460*
Laboratory
Lancet Laboratories........031 207 4510
Occupational Therapist
Ms K Rupee......................031 492 3478*

Orthopaedic Surgeons
Dr H Mahomed...........031 492 3462
Dr SA Osman...............031 492 3451
Dr S Pillai.....................031 492 3482
Dr A Ramnarain.........031 492 3455
Prof IE Goga.................031 207 3925

Orthotist & Prosthetist
Mr F Khamissa.................031 492 3487

Paediatricians
Dr M R Ghuman..........031 492 3442
Dr T Mitha....................031 492 3444
Dr A Q Sayed...............031 492 3479

Renal Unit
Fatima & Dawood Hassam Moosa
IMA Renal Unit.................031 492 3457

Physicians
Dr S Govender.............031 492 3471
Dr MS Khan..................031 492 3471
Dr P Mody.....................031 492 3471
Dr A Y D Moosa..........031 492 3440
Dr J Mulla....................031 492 3454
Dr S Naidoo................. 031 492 3441
Dr A Singh....................031 492 3473
Psychiatrists
Dr J Ganie .................031 492 3474*
Dr C Sookan.............. 031 492 3473*
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Psychologist
Ms K Gounden.............031 492 3400*
ADMISSION RIGHTS SPECIALISTS

RESIDENT ALLIED HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS

Nephrologist
Dr AA Khan...................031 261 8200

Oncologist
Dr P Govender............031 492 3483

Clinical Psychologist
Mr F M Bassa.................031 492 3400

Physiotherapists
Mr Maqsood Haffejee...031 492 3489
Ms N Omar........................031 492 3477*
Ms Z Vahed......................031 492 3467*

Cardio Thoracic Surgeons
Dr G Alexander..............083 335 8559
Dr K Naicker....................084 549 3237
Dermatologist
Dr MF Sacoor.....031 201 3322 / 3397
Endocrinologist
Dr H Bacus....................031 492 3400*
General Surgeon
Dr M A Noorbhai............031 582 5395
Nephrologist
Dr I Rambali.....................031 261 9901
Neurologists
Dr J David......................031 492 3400*
Dr N Prosad....................031 492 3400
Obstetrician & Gynaecologist
Dr D Ngotho....................031 268 5590
Paediatrician
Dr S Cassim.....................031 307 2756
Physicians
Dr F Amod......................031 240 5260*
Dr GH Latiff.....................031 309 5393
Dr R Puran.......................031 492 3400
Plastic Surgeon
Dr S Ghoor.........................031 240 5114

Speech Therapist
Ms H Ebrahim.................031 492 3464*

Vascular Surgeons
Dr A M Kadwa...................031 201 1353
Dr R Goga...........................031 201 1353

Wound Clinic
AG Health Centre
Sr Nirvashi Bharuth........031 492 3488

* FEMALE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

486-490 King Cetshwayo Highway Mayville 4058
031 492 3400
info@aakh.co.za www.ahmedalkadi.com

Roshgold’s YBAA Stimulating Job
Creation and Entrepreneurship
T

he 2nd annual Young Business Achiever Award powered by Roshgold delivered on the
mandate of seeking and finding talented young entrepreneurs meeting the judging criteria of:
Demonstrating outstanding achievement in their businesses or respective fields.
Have clear aspirations and an outstanding attitude to their work.
Technology savvy entrepreneurs, including social media presence and use thereof, website
presence and the use of technology in their business to leverage the performance of the business.
Showing eagerness and commitment to ongoing learning, upskilling and have demonstrated
their ability to impart learning on their staff and are committed to life-long learning and innovation.
Their ability to create employment as a direct outcome of them going into business.
Being worthy candidates who are contributing significantly to social responsibility and supporting
the less privileged.
Our judges found a treasure chest of dynamic and highly professional operators working hard
and smart to supplement income and grow their businesses.

CONNEC T

Six hundred Roshgold shareholders, guests and young entrepreneurs were engaged, entertained
and taken through the finals as the winners and finalists were presented.
POWERED BY R OS HG OL D

The national competition profiled over 100 business entrants. This was whittled down to the last
twenty eight. And then, the final five finalists were selected by independent judges. They shared
R450 000 worth of prizes; cash injections, business mentoring and coaching, mobile phones,
computers, website development and gift hampers. Every entrant won monthly webinars for a
year with Business Doctors valued at R3000 per participant.
Albaraka Bank, Chief Operating Officer, Mohammed Kaka cautioned: “Of all the socio-economic
challenges our country faces, youth unemployment ranks as one of the most onerous. There is no
quick-fix to a problem of this magnitude and our young people should, therefore, be considering
alternative options, such as entrepreneurship.”
Kaka stressed that by embracing the spirit of entrepreneurship and becoming business owners,
young people could impact positively on the country’s high unemployment rate.
Young Business Achiever Awards founder, Haroun Pochee says “This competition gives these
larger than life gladiators the impetus to be recognised and supported early in their careers,
develop their business skills, allow them grow and grow sustainable businesses.”
The Roshgold Group has a rich history with their roots deep in social development of communities
for over thirty four years.
Chairman Ebrahim Sujee says; ”Roshgold is proud to extend this support on national level with
the help of co- sponsors in investing in deserving motivated entrepreneurs who contribute
positively to the South African economy.”

Roshgold congratulates the following on their success and being the Top 5
Winners of the 2018 Young Business Achievers Awards:
Hashtag Our Stories- Sumaiya & Yusuf Omar
Zero Point Energy- Muhammad Taher Khan
Cape Crops- Uzair Essack
Black Cube Investments- Taahir Seedat
iTrain- Mariam Manack
For more information on the young businesses and the Young Business Achievers Award visit
www.ybaa.co.za or email info@ybaa.co.za.
RG News NOV - JAN 2019		
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USING VISEOS AS A TOOL
FOR WINNING
SALES
THIS
SEASON
Black Friday is the beginning of the year
end festive shopping spree.
According to Fiverr,

“Holiday sales are expected to increase 5% to 5.6% over last year’s shopping season, reaching a peak of $1.10 trillion at 2018
holiday season. As a whole, for some businesses, November and December run up to 30% of annual revenue. Holiday revenue
keeps growing steadily on a year on year basis”
So this is what Fiverr recommends for those businesses relying on strong November and December holiday sales. They
recommend preparation for the surge in sales and making the most of these two trading months.

VIDEOS- yes videos
Holiday season is video season especially if you hoping to sell. According to Google, 50% of holiday shoppers report watching
videos while shopping. Sixty percent report finding new ideas and purchase inspiration while watching video and ninety
percent say they discovered new E-commerce products and services on You Tube.
Fiverr share some tips for businesses to give their marketing the desired push.
Don’t go straight for the hard sell. Take a personal tone in compiling your content and video. Build personal relations with
your audience.
Keep it fun and light hearted by using employees. They can convey special messages.
You can use well known themes or current affairs stories as long as it is relevant to your customers.
On branding FIVERR advice is that the branding has to be consistent with the businesses year round branding. The holiday
season must boost the promotions for the season and the colours, logo and promotions have got to be in line with the
businesses brand and image.
The colours used for the seasonal or holiday promotions must be in line with the season. For example summer promotions
will be driven by summer colours. The timeliness of your videos and supporting branding has to be current and be appropriate
for the branding marketing advertising and promotions. It will not help the brand if the videos or other marketing material are
outdated and do not conform to the marketing plan. One has to be very clear in one’s marketing and get the right message
across to the customers. Clear, concise and quality communications need to be delivered to to get the message across to
the customer.
The platforms for reaching customers will be dependent on the business and its operations.
Social Media is a platform to support your conventional marketing and other channels reaching customers. Videos are best
suited for social media.
It is time to go and get the sales you want. Reach out with zeal and zest to market and drive your customer to your offer!
Deals, special and great offers will drive the business to you.
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Skills Development in a Data
Driven Age - Reflections
from Oxford University
By Zafeer Nagdee; CEO - Nacademy and Senior Lecturer University of Johannesburg

M

y career has always been characterised by me somewhat consciously
positioning myself at the intersection of academia, business practice
and public policy. On occasion, I would find myself walking more concertedly
down one of those avenues but always with the view of returning back to
that intersection because that’s where I have always found myself to be the
happiest. Having now returned from a very scenic and enriching journey
down the avenue of academia, I find my self back at that intersection with
deeper insights and an extended line of sight particularly in relation to the
way business education functions but more importantly how business
education tends to malfunction too.
I recently came across an article published in the Journal of Business
Education in 1937 by a scholar called Paul Lomax and in the article he
describes the almost tangible disconnect between education and practice
with the result being that graduates leave intuitions of higher learning
sometimes hopelessly unprepared for the personal and professional
challenges of working life. Some eighty years later if we fast forward to
2018; anyone who’s ever attended a business education conference would
tell you that the major concern of the day lies in the disconnect between
what is taught and what needs to be taught. Amid the illusion of progress
one could argue that business education hasn’t changed very much at all.
All of us here know the stories of industry giants like Bill Gates, Mark
Zuckerberg or Steve Jobs who all disregarded formal education to become
massively successful in business. This notion of business success without
formal education is something I tested with my colleagues at Oxford
and whether it was the US, the UK, Singapore, China, Brazil or just about
any country on Earth, the most successful and influential people known
to us were people with little or no formal business training. In fact, if we
only look into our small communities, this notion holds true as well. If we
contrast this to the stories of other industry giants like Larry Page or Sergey
Brin, these are individuals who attained great business success whilst
leveraging off their formal education. The consideration that then comes to
fore doesn’t lie in whether formal education is useful or not but instead, the
more interesting question is what are the skills needed to excel in business,
whether they are acquired from formal education or not.
This is an important question in today’s data-driven age and with the advent
of the fourth industrial revolution we regularly read about how blockchain
technology, artificial intelligence or virtual reality is changing the business
landscape. In response we seem to be left wondering where it is we should
be deploying our efforts to remain relevant and where do we deploy our
efforts as far as skills development and enrichment is concerned. There
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typically are two categories that we all are
part of. The first relates to those individuals,
usually from the younger generation, who
have the time, resources and interest in
building a technology focussed career. In
this instance, I would encourage you to
immerse yourself into study and practice;
and spend the years honing your craft to be
the best that you could possibly become.
The second category is where I suspect
most of us belong to, where we have built
careers or established businesses outside
of tech-focused initiatives and are now
conscious of leveraging technology in
order to take our business or professional
offerings to a new level. Accordingly, I
believe that it is of crucial importance that
we obtain good exposure and a functional
understanding of the technologies that are
driving progress today.
The idea is to have sufficient knowledge to
be able to merge the basic understanding
of new technologies with the deep
understanding of your profession or
industry sector. The result should be that
while you may not be able to build a new
platform yourself, you will definitely be
positioned to initiate, manage, supervise
and control its development which in my
view is a far more important skill than
technical skills in isolation.

The question then arises - in order to initiate, manage, supervise and control innovative processes, what are the skills that will hold
you in good stead. Simply put, they are the skills that are not in direct competition with a machine. At the president’s investment
conference in Sandton recently, the founder and former chairman of the Alibaba group (and incidentally, China’s richest person), said
that in building the new generation, we need to make them aware that they cannot compete with technology - machines are faster,
smarter and more efficient. And so, what do we do to remain relevant? The answer lies in strengthening our innate human-based skills,
to differentiate ourselves with qualities that can never be replicated by technology - the ability to resolve conflict pragmatically, the
ability to utilise discretion in choosing business partners, the ability to motivate and grow your staff, the ability to build and sustain
relationships over time, the ability to strengthen teams and coordinate tasks.
These soft skills have stood the test of time and whether the leading technology of the day was the radio, the television or the computer,
these are skills that lead and sustained principled progress. I call for three points of action. The first is to expose yourself to reading on
developments in the technology world and thereafter to internally assess to what extent you understand the respective functionality
of different technology classes. You should then educate yourself whether its through family members, online courses or physical
training. There are many sources of learning that you can explore.
Lastly, and this is the most important in my view, particularly for the young generation, skill yourself in the dynamics of human
interaction through soft skills development. Focus on things like business etiquette and maintaining a respectable online presence.
Learn how to build and leverage off relationships in order to create shared value. In a world obsessed with technology, set yourself
apart by being someone obsessed with humanity instead because that’s where the true value lies.

103 Central Street Houghton 2041
web: www.psg-online.co.za
PO Box 2497 Houghton 2041
Tel: (011) 483 2505 Fax: (011) 728 8292
Contact Francina Wentzel or Bruce Wolov
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Islamic Relief breathes life
into local Emergency Centre

Written by Rezaa Kasu

T

he Khayelitsha District Hospital’s Emergency Unit got a
substantial boost in providing quality medical care to trauma
patients this week, after taking receipt of a brand new ventilator
machine. The device which helps both adult and neo-natal
patients to breathe at times of trauma; costs nearly a half a
million rands and was sponsored by Islamic Relief South Africa
(IRSA).
About 3600 trauma patients come through the hospital’s doors
a month and as a result there is a considerable strain on its
resources including the equipment to offer the best quality
medical treatment to patients who can least afford it.
The hospital is at the epi-centre of a catchment that serves
nearly 2.5 million South Africans where unemployment stands at
around 73% with at least 70% of the population living in shacks
(informal dwellings). Here doctors, nurses and staff serve on
of the biggest and poorest informal settlements in the country
often without the basics they need to save lives.
This machine forms part of a critical, larger wish list from
the Hospital Board to solicit help from the public because
government funding is lacking. At the handover, Trevor
Pols, the Funding Director for the Khayelitsha Hospital explains:
“Khayelitsha Hospital provides health services to a major portion
of the Western Capes population. They have an extremely busy
emergency and resuscitation unit seeing to over 3000 patients
per month, with some of the patients needing lifesaving medical
treatment. It is for this reason that the Ventilator was on the top of
our equipment priority list. Thanks to the wonderful partnership
with Islamic Relief SA, we were able to purchase this lifesaving
piece of equipment which will be put straight into use to assist
patients with breathing.”

The 300 bed government district hospital is open 24 hours a day,
7 days a week and sees to a comprehensive list of health care
services which include HIV, TB, Maternity and Trauma and the
Unit provides care to patients with a wide range of emergencies
including those of a surgical, medical, paediatric, psychiatric and
gynaecological nature. 50% of these patients are either code
red or orange and require urgent lifesaving intervention and
resuscitation with over 60% of them coming in for stab wounds
and a further 10% for gunshot wounds.
“In the few minutes we were there, four people had just been
admitted for gun shot wounds and stabbings. So while it was
incredible tense and painful to watch – we also saw the machine
being used and I know that means a lot to the donors,” says
Nazreen Inglis, IRSA programmes officer.
The emergency centre performs over 100 full code
resuscitations per month. Should there be an emergency in
the area, there is a high chance that the injured person will be
brought to Khayelitsha Hospital to be stabilised and treated.
Islamic Relief was approached by the SA Medical and Education
Foundation to assist.
Rezaa Kasu, Head of Communications at IRSA has the final word:
“We are incredibly grateful to our partners and donors for making
this happen. We saw first hand how medical professionals are doing
all they can under trying circumstances so it was humbling and
gratifying to see our contribution in action. But this is only the start, I
urge businesses and individuals alike to partner with us to help those
less fortunate benefit from something as basic as medical treatment
– and the opportunity to heal not only the sick but society as well.”

We will make it happen
Tel: (011) 837 0006
Mobile: 082 444 2717
Email: wadee@fahmidawadee.co.za
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Yemen EMERGENCY
R460 could provide
specialised nutrition to
a malnourished person
R980 could provide a family
with water for one month
R2550 could feed a family
for one month

#YemenCantWait
DONATE NOW
Islamic Relief
Standard Bank Fordsburg

Branch Code 005205
Acc No.
005318459 | Savings
Reference
Yemen + Your Number

073 154 5369

DONATE ONLINE

islamic-relief.org.za

Acc Name.
Bank Name.

ZAKAT

LILLAH

Acc Name.
Bank Name.

Islamic Relief
FNB Smith Street

Branch Code 221426
Acc No.
62161066933 | Cheque
Reference
Yemen + Your Number
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AGM
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
The 34th Annual Meeting was a winner by TKO! Aptly titled Sourcing Inspiration through Legacies the was
plenty to inspire.
The highest ever turnout, an air of expectancy for the YBAA Winners announcement, Esteemed awardees in
Roshgold’s Hall of Fame and a quaint theme celebrating 100 Years of Nelson Mandela with a unique Ethnic
menu such as frikadels, mini bunny chows, great mixed vegetable curry, chicken, bite sized burgers and
syrupy koeksusters.
We detail some of the financial highlights from the annual financial statements tabled at the 34th Annual Meeting;
Shareholders returns of R 20,4 million paid out to group shareholders. An increase of 11%.
Fair value of group assets increase to R 325 million.
The number of units in issue increased to 59 541. An increase of 10%.
Roshgold to pay returns of R 145-51 whilst Roshsun will pay a return of R 101-12 per unit.
Chairman Ebrahim Sujee discussed the financial strength of Roshgold and the preparedness for opportunities.
A fair value book gain of R 3,36 million on investments was accounted for.
Bad debts of R 164 893 were incurred and R 391 821 was expended on Repairs and Maintenance.
Roshmed membership has grown and funds have increased.
Claims totalling R 12,54 million were paid gby Roshmed during the financial year.
Roshmetals & Minerals unit price increases from R 780 at the beginning of the financial year to R 1020.

AGM COMPETITION PRIZE WINNERS
SPONSORED BY

GIFT
BOOK
BOOK

WINNERS

ROSHGOLD

EARLY BIRD

MAHOMED ESSOP SALLIE

ROSHGOLD

EARLY BIRD

HASSIM LALL

ROSHGOLD

EARLY BIRD

ISHA ESSOP PATEL

ROSHGOLD

EARLY BIRD

AHMED BHABHA

ROSHGOLD

LUCKY DRAW

MUHAMMED SALLIE

DIAMOND CORNER

LUCKY DRAW

ISMAIL GAFFAR

DIAMOND CORNER

LUCKY DRAW

AYSHA NANABHAI

BOOK
BOOK
CANVAS
SMEG STAILESS STEEL JUICER
40INCH AIWA LED TV
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HALL OF FAME AWARDEES
The 2018 Hall of Fame Awardees are legends in their own rights and Dr Jassat received a
standing ovation to applause.
Dr Essop Jassat – Lifetime sacrifice for humanity
He joined the Transvaal Indian Youth Congress in 1947 and was later promoted to the Transvaal Indian Congress. In 1981,
the Transvaal Anti-SAIC committee was formed to oppose the SAIC elections and Essop was appointed chairperson and
thereafter elected as a patron of the UDF.
Having been banned and placed under house arrest for 10 years respectively, He spent Ten days during this period in
prison (mostly in solitary confinement) at the Fort on Constitution Hill. In 1984, Essop was jailed and charged for Treason
along with 15 other UDF (United Democratic Front ) leaders.
He served as a Member of Parliament for 10 years from 1994 to 2004 on its Health and Welfare Committee and Ethics
Committee. During this times, accompanied Nelson Mandela to Libya, Tunisia and Morocco. For his contribution to South
Africa’s democracy he was awarded the National Order of Luthuli by the Presidency in 2013. He is currently a Member of
the Integrity Committee of the ANC.

Ms Julie Allie - Media Personality of the Year
Julie is a doyen and veteran of radio. She started her career in radio in the seventies. Today she still broadcasts with
Salaam Media and also hosts her own television show on ITV.

Mr Shabir Chohan - Contribution to Islamic Banking and Community Development
The Albaraka CEO is regular contributor to Roshgold annual meetings. Has been a champion of Islamic Banking. He is a
chartered accountant by qualification and joined Albaraka Bank after leaving Ithala Bank. He also serves on the board of
Ahmed al Kadi Hospital and is involved in many community initiatives, including the CEO of AMAL (Association of Muslim
Accountants and Lawyers)

Dr Aqeel Thokan and Mr. Hoosein Sheik Kassim - Lifelong service to the people of South Africa
The doctor and retired principal respectively have served the IMA Roshnee, conduct clinics and run mobile clinics in the
townships, represent SAHUC annually in hajj, have established boreholes in the townships and have contributed in many
ways to social and welfare projects for their community and in caring for the elderly and ill. Mr Kassim was awarded the
Best Prinicipal in South Africa whilst being an educator.

Mrs Rabia Tilly - Leadership, Community Building and Leadership in the Development of
Women.
She is an “extraordinary, selfless human being.” She is always ready to lend a helping hand to anybody in need. She helps
with collections for Syria and many other noble causes. A mother of four, a home based entrepreneur who has time for her
and her families spiritual needs.
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SHARI’AH COMPLIANT SAVINGS GOALS

GOAL
• Monthly Investment Plan
• Haj Investment Scheme
• Tax-Free Investment

Customer Service Centre

0860 225 786
www.albaraka.co.za

 +27 84 786 6563

Albaraka Bank Limited is an authorised ﬁnancial services and credit provider.
Albaraka Bank Limited: Reg No. 1989/003295/06, FSP No. 4652, NCR No. NCRCP14
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The Isle of

Oarsman taking visitors into the narow opening of the Blue Grotte

Harbour area at Capri

Visitors transferring from their boats into rowing boats at
the Blue Grotte
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>

>

Sorrento harbour, where many ferries take tourists to
the Isle of Capri

The views from the boat of the village of Capri

>

All types of crafts, speed boats and yachts moored off the beach
as the rich and famous enjoy

>

Unique limestone formations with
vegetation off the Island of Capri
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TRAVEL

By Hawa Patel

@traveldiarieswithH

Local is Lekker!
W

hen last have you enjoyed the scenic drive along our beaches in South Africa, meeting
locals, enjoying the lovely seascapes or tasting South African cuisine?

A cool drive past Bloemfontein following a route to Port Elizabeth starts the exciting
beginning of a memorable vacation along the Garden Route.
Announcing your arrival in Port Elizabeth with a perfect way to unwind from one’s journey
requires a quick dip in the cool waters and lazing on the beach. It is advisable to book into
one of the many affordable hotels along the beachfront. A family excursion at Boardwalk
strolling and searching for good food up’s the holiday mood. Get to experience a stylish and
contemporary ambiance as you walk about. Ready to explore…….
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Oudtshoorn

It is worth the stop to visit Cango Caves. You can show the
children the Stalagmites that they learn about in school.
A picturesque view of ostriches along the Karoo route is
spectacular.

Storms River Mouth - Tsitsikama

No better scenic place to unwind than at the Garden Route
National Park. For the fit and adventurous, it is worth stepping
into those comfortable shoes to experience the many trails
to the lookout point. Continue to the mouth trail where you
experience the feeling of freedom crossing the suspension
bridge to the next lookout point. The scenic walk will enchant
the children and allow them to expand their energy as man
and nature bond into one. The scenic walk is invigorating and
breathtaking and a must for all.
We booked at the Tsitsikama resort, with amazing log cabins
nestled in the forest. It was enchanting to look through the
windows into the forest.
Want that Adrenalin rush? Try the highest commercial bungee
jump at the Bloukrans bridge. It was tempting but hopefully
one day!

Plettenberg

There are a lot of self catering resorts along the garden route
that are comfortable and provide good relaxation for the entire
family. The beaches along Plattenburg are warm and lovely.
It is central point to move around from. The quad bike tours
for the family is a must. Together, you experience fun-filled
adventure through challenging bush trails from Plattenburg
Bay up to Sedgefield.
Kysna also has many lovely self catering places . The quay is
a nice place to enjoy fresh fish and chips. Enjoy a cruise to and
from the heads or experience exceptional view of the Knysna
Lagoon. You could visit the Featherbed Nature Reserve, a
natural heritage site just a ferry trip away or take a 4 by 4 trail,
ride up the western head followed by a 2,2 km guided walk
down to the forest, caves and along the sea shore

Sedgefield

One of the most memorable experience of my life was the
Tandem Paragliding. My hubby was surprised that I was ready
to take the challenge of paragliding over Sedgefield with a

birds eye view of the water. It is not for the fainthearted even
though the fresh wind caressed you as you floated in the air.

Wilderness

We loved the morning walks along the Wilderness beach. The
fresh smell of the ocean before sunrise and picking up sea
shells and stones as the water tingled made it an experience
to saviour. For the nature lovers, I admired many indigenous
plants growing wildly along the many trails. The famous
Wilderness Dunes is also a lovely self-catering resort for the
family offering sports like tennis and table tennis. Their units
are perched on top off the dunes overlooking the Wilderness
beach. A number of steps down leads one to the vast coastline.
So many families and couples enjoy playing, jogging, tugging
or simply taking a swim.

George

You have not been to George if you have not visited the
Redberry Farm during season. Besides picking your choice
of red berries, there is lots of outdoor fun for the family
like bumper boats, bubble ball, mini train and pony rides.
Explore the largest permanent Hedge MAZE in the Southern
Hemisphere . Don’t forget to take home the fresh strawberry
jam and strawberry syrup from their farm stall. The waves at
Victoria Bay are as beautiful as Harold’s Bay, catching those
high waves out to shore oblivious of everything around you.

Mossel Bay

For the daring type, the experience of the skydive in Mossel
Bay offers a scenic airplane flight over Mossel Bay and the
Outeniqua Mountains. Just a quick briefing and you are off
to the adventure of your life skydiving or White Shark Cage
Diving. Dont forget to carry your swimming costume to
experience the waters of Mossel Bay
The holiday trip along the garden route has been one of my
childhood memories and a favourite route for my dad although
it was during the apartheid time where we were not allowed
into many restaurants and theme parks. It also happens to
be one of my husband’s favourite trips with his family. It’s a
journey that you can never tire off.
If you booking a family holiday, then consider a cozy , drive
along the scenic garden route enjoying braaivleis, good sun,
water and spectacular scenic views that will last a long time
in your holiday memories.
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CONGRATS!

TREE
LOVER AND
WHISPERER
By Nahida Esmail

H

In the Amazon forest, Peru

“Trees are
breathing
creatures that
can feel pain
and be happy”

ow would people generally react if you said to them that
trees have feelings? You could possibly be ridiculed and
laughed at. Environmentalists and ‘tree huggers’ might be
more convinced, but for Muslims it’s not an anomaly. Most of
us know of the incident when a tree trunk began to cry because
the Prophet (saw) started using a pulpit instead of leaning on
the date palm tree, as he used to. He used to deliver his Friday
sermons, standing next to the date-palm tree. When an Ansari
woman offered to make a wooden pulpit for him,the tree was
heart-broken and cried like a child. The Companions who
attended the sermon gathered round the tree trunk and narrated
the different sounds they heard the tree making: bellowing, crying
and weeping.
The Prophet (saw) descended (the pulpit) and went to calm
the tree by rubbing his hand over it (to stop its crying) and then
embracing it. He (saw) said ‘By that Allah in whose hands rests
my soul if I had not hugged it, it would have remained sobbing
like this till Yaum-ul-Qiyamah’.
The Prophet (saw) used to stand by a stem of the date palm
tree (while delivering the Khutba) when the pulpit was placed for
him we heard that stem crying like a pregnant she camel till the
Prophet (saw) got down from the pulpit and placed his hand over
it
Trees are breathing creatures that can feel pain and be happy.
I am not a tree hugger, but I love trees. On a recent trip to the
Amazon, one of my friends hugged a tree and was bitten by fire
ants. Another incident I heard was someone got poison ivy after
getting cuddly with a redwood tree. It’s therefore important to
know the trees. So, while I learn more about trees, I prefer ‘talking’
to them rather than hugging them. The baobab tree trunk for
example never ceases to amaze me. Some are hundreds and
hundreds of years old. I wonder about the stories they have seen
and heard. Many tree stories intersest me, but the following one
has turned me into a ‘tree greeter.’
“Once we were walking with the Prophet (saw) and he stopped at
a place to spend the night. When the Prophet (saw) went to sleep,
a tree uprooted itself and came to the Prophet and enveloped
him. When the Prophet (saw) woke up, he said: ‘This is a tree
that when it saw the Prophet, it asked Allah to give salaams to
the Prophet (saw) , and Allah gave it permission.’”
Scientist have recently discovered the trunks and branches of
trees pump water up from roots to the leaves by contracting
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and expanding rather than through osmosis. This
pumping can be considered a tree’s ‘heartbeat’, very
similar to the way our heart pumps blood through our
bodies, however it is at a much slower pace. Another
study demonstrated that birch trees “go to sleep” at
night.

If trees communicate, are caring and looking out for each other
and clean the atmosphere for human beings, then we should learn
from nature and take extra care and give respect to the plants and
vegetation around us. If humans realize the great impact and benefit
the trees have for them, they will stop cutting trees and causing
deforestation. Our aim should be to teach future generations how to
be-friend trees. After all, they breathe in pollutants and breathe out
oxygen so we can inhale it fresh. I take my daughters once a week
to the beach area where there are lots of trees and tell them this is
our time to ‘bond with the nature.’

German researcher and tree-whisperer Peter
Wohlleben says, “They can feel pain, [and] have
emotions, such as fear. Trees like to stand close
together and cuddle. They love company and like
to take things slow.”
When a tree is attacked it
communicates this with the trees around it.

Our Prophet (saw) taught us to be good to trees for trees have
feelings and we should be careful not to hurt these. Let’s start
incorporating this Sunnah in our lives from today.

“Trees share water and nutrients through the
networks, and also use them to communicate. They
send distress signals about drought and disease, for
example, or insect attacks, and other trees alter their
behavior when they receive these messages.”
They use pheromones and scent signals to
communicate even when an animal eats from its
leaves. The tree would immediately emit a distress
signal in the form of ethylene gas, and the surrounding
acacias will start pumping tannins into their leaves,
to prevent the animals eating form their leaves.
Trees stand tall to be of benefit to us. The leaves clean
our air and give us fresh oxygen to breathe, removing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
In the 1980’s in Japan, a concept called “Shinrin-yoku”
or “forest bathing” was developed as a cornerstone of
preventive health care and healing. A person simply
visits a natural environment, soaking in the fresh air
produced by the trees and this will have a calming
and rejuvenating effect on the person. Trees have
soothing healing powers.
Another fascination I have is with Mangrove forests,
known to slow down waves and play a great role in
coastal erosion and coastal protection from storms.
Known as the most productive ecosystem as they
are crucial in conserving biodiversity. Their unity is
observed in the way they hold on to each other with
their intertwined roots and therefore it’s hard to tell
which roots belong to which tree.
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Peter Wohlleben says of two massive beech trees
growing next to each other, “They are very considerate
in sharing the sunlight, and their root systems are
closely connected. In cases like this, when one dies,
the other usually dies soon afterward, because they
are dependent on each other.”
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Technology has perfected the art of printing.

At Neon Printers we believe that quality service delivers quality products.
Our innovative quest for the optimum solution has placed us in the
forefront of leading-edge technologies.

The importance of trees cannot be overestimated and
the dire need to save existing forests, and to generate
tree growing. The “green belt” across central Africa is
an excellent start, but we urgently need to do more.
MEDIADYNAMIX
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No churn Ice Cream
Recipes

by Nabeelah Saley from @exoticsides

Summer is here.. and although mother nature might be grumpy right
now with her mood swings, (Temperature for November was 3°c
when I sat down to pen this article).
Who doesn’t love some good old home-made, ice cream? Get some
of this ice cream in your kitchen as summer (proper) is bound to roll
around.
Guess what? You don’t even need an ice cream machine to enjoy
these summer treats!

CH OC OL ATE S’ MO RES ICE CR E AM

No churn Ice Cream Recipes for you to try and put into the freezer
for ready servings
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No-Churn Chocolate S’mores Ice Cream is
loaded with your favourite bakers biscuits,
chocolate chunks and mini marshmallows.
Ingredients:
2 cups whipping cream
1 can sweetened condensed milk
1/3 cup cocoa powder
1 cup tennis or Marie biscuits broken into small
pieces
1 cup dark chocolate pieces broken in small
pieces (must try the Lindt coverture in 70% dark)
1 cup mini marshmallows
Preparations:
In a medium mixing bowl, pour in the cream and
whip with a mixer until soft peaks form.
Place whipped cream in refrigerator
In a second bowl, mix the sweetened condensed
milk and cocoa until well combined
Gently fold in the whipped cream
Stir in the biscuits, chocolate and marshmallows
Pour mixture into a loaf pan or small baking dish,
and freeze for 4 to 5 hours or until solid.

Enjoy!

SALTED CARAMEL OREO ICECREAM

Like most no churn ice cream recipes, this one is super
simple using only SIX ingredients:
Ingredients:
500 ml whipping cream
1 tin Condensed Milk
2 tspns Vanilla extract
A drizzle of Salted Caramel Sauce
1 cup of Salted Almonds (or your favorite)
2 boxes of Chopped Oreo Cookies (or your favorite
chocolate cookies)
Preparations:
Just whip up some heavy cream, mix in the remaining
ingredients, swirl in your favorite salted caramel sauce,
top with more salted almonds and crushed Oreo cookies
and freeze.

Ingredients
1 cup fresh blackberries or blueberries
zest and juice of one lime
1 cup granulated sugar, divided
1 can coconut milk, chilled
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
2 cups heavy cream, chilled
Preparations:
In a medium saucepan set over medium heat,
combine the blackberries, lime zest and juice
and 1/4 cup sugar. Cook over medium heat until
berries soften and breakdown and mixture thicken.
Remove from heat and let cool completely. Chill
until ready to use.
In the bowl of an electric mixer with the whisk
attachment, whisk together the coconut milk,
remaining sugar and vanilla extract on low-speed
until the sugar dissolves, about 1-2 minutes. Then
whip up the fresh cream till stiff.
Fold the whipped cream into the coconut milk
mixture.
Transfer the mixture to a freezer safe container
and swirl in the rest of the blackberry compote.
Freeze for 2-3 hours or overnight.

Enjoy!

B L ACK BERRY C OCON UT ICE CR E AM

If you are feeling particularly artisanal, try this:
The combination of sweet, tart blackberries with creamy coconut flavor in this blackberry coconut
ice cream is insanely good and perfect for summer!
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Casual Chat

with

Raashida Kha n, a ut hor of
Mirror Crac ke d
Ple a se te ll us about your debut novel; ” M irror C rac ked”
It is a story of love, betrayal and survival of one Azraa Hassim whose ideal life was thrown into turmoil by deceit and the
upheavals in her family life. It is a story everyone will relate to in some way or the other. If I may say, a good holiday read.

S h are yo u r ideas on t hi s book and it s probable im pac t on t he reader
Mirror Cracked has been very well received even though the subject matter is quite controversial. Readers have
described how they empathise with the characters, and were hoping for a happy ending for all of them. Others have
said the books caused them to introspect and relook at previously held beliefs and expectations. That has been very
rewarding. My belief is that literature should try to get readers to reflect and learn about themselves and the world
around them.
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Wh y d o yo u self- publ is h?
Self-publishing was not my first choice. But as I was unable to secure a publisher, and believe my books are worthy of
being published, I chose the self-publishing route. There is a lot to consider when deciding on this route and one has to
research options and speak to other authors – speak to those who have been self-published and published traditionally
too. Self-publishing has been a massive learning curve, and I’m still figuring many things out as I go along.

Wh a t tip s d o you have for wri t ers ?
Commit to yourself and your writing. Be disciplined. Show up every day at your laptop or notebook and set a target for
what you want to write and achieve. This is not easy, but nothing worthwhile ever is.

Wh a t n ext fo r Raas hi da? Books or poe t r y? Where is your pas s ion?
I am writing the sequel to Mirror Cracked, called Fragrance of Forgiveness and have a third book in the pipeline as well.
Fiction novels are my first love and that is what I will be focussing on for the next year.

Wh e re d o yo u fi nd your ins pi rat ion and ideas ?
My inspiration is triggered from everyday life. I am inspired by strong people who overcome adversity, take on the
challenges of life and continue no matter how difficult things may seem. The resilience of the human spirit and its triumph
are inspirational. There are many examples in everyday life and one needs to be open enough to see and absorb these
stories and narratives.

Ho w m u ch an d how long do you wri t e daily?
I set targets of a number of words or if I’m editing, number of chapters to be edited daily. I try to ensure I write for a
minimum of four hours every day, sometimes more and sometimes less. It also depends on how the writing and words are
flowing. It certainly helps if you have a plot outline. The outline provides an objective and guides the writing, especially if
one feels ‘stuck’ – one can move on to another section.

Wh a t is yo u r favouri t e genre and why?
To write fiction and specifically womens’ fiction. I read a wide variety of genres as this helps in developing one’s own style
and ensures you are challenging yourself as a writer all the time. The trick is never to become complacent.

Wh a t is yo u r favouri t e s pace to writ e? Where are you m os t c reat ive? Are you a
m o r n in g p er so n or a ni ght owl ?
I write in my study at home but will sometimes write in a coffee shop or other environments conducive to allowing my
thoughts to flow. When travelling, airports and aeroplanes I find to be productive spaces. I write whenever I can. While I
was working full time, I wrote at night. Now that I write full-time, I write a few hours in the morning and again at night, if I
can.

P l e a se p rovid e i nformat ion on your pu blis hed books and aw ards /rec ognit ion
“Happy Birthday, Raashi” is a collection of poems that are very personal. This has been well received. Read reviews here:
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/38641943-happy-birthday-raashi

Mirror Cracked has received the Minara Aziz Hassim Debut prize. Please see some reviews
and ratings here: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/40853776-mirror-cracked
Both books are available as ebooks on Amazon.
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BOOK REVIEW
The Circle of Friends, (The Roshnee Book Club) chose The Blue between
Sky and Water (BBSW) by Susan Abuhalwa as their book of the Month.
This is Susan Abuhalwa’s latest book after the bestseller, Mornings in
Jenin.
Abulhawa’s novel parallels the history of the Palestinians. The story is
related to us by four generations of powerful Palestinian women in the
refugee camp in Gaza and in the United States of America.
Set in Palestine it begins when the Barakaah Family from Beit Daras is
relocated to the refugee camp in Gaza. The community of Beit Daras has
lived here for generations; they are told to move overnight to Gaza. There
is pain and suffering, sadness and hope that they will return to their land,
the land of the forefathers.
Many don’t know what to take believing they will soon return to their homes.
They make the journey to Gaza kilometers away with trepidation and heavy
hearts. In times gone by, Gaza was a seaside getaway a memory of happier
times, of families spending time on the beach and having parties-Hafla. This
memory feels like a dream - someone’s dream of long ago.
The women of these families are brave, passionate, selfless women enduring
the worst crimes inflicted on humanity. They are resilient; able to pick
themselves up, even if it meant dragging along their bodies to get away from
the evil perpetrators and move on knowing they have been abused. They carry
with them scars of hate and abuse; they tell no one but keep it in their hearts
vaults. The men, aware of the pain their women have been through, overlook
the abuse and love their women more. They treat the fruits of the abuse with
love and care as if it’s their own. Their families and their survival are all that
matters. They love with all their might such that they are able to communicate
in an ephemeral way.
Many choose to travel out of Palestine to seek a living. This is by no means an
easy task as they long for their families in Gaza and their country, Palestine.
Their children don’t always share the patriotic allegiance to their parent’s birth
country.
Nazmiyeh, beautiful, outspoken, daring woman, captivates us and we see her
grow into the matriarch of the family. She is able to hold onto the family with
strong bonds of love and truth. She sees death amongst her loved ones and
still manages to love those around her more. Her wisdom and love stabilizes a
family in continuous crisis. She is their pillar of strength for not only her family
but also the neighbours. She endures time as she is continually tested; her
daughter’s sickness and the lack of medical care; her grandson’s coma; the
loss of her brother and her son a political prisoner.
The Blue between Sky and Water is indeed a compelling, fascinating read
showcasing the irrepressible and spirited nature of those living in the refugee
camps of Gaza. Living day by day thinking tomorrow will be the day they return
home. How long before they do?
Susan Abulhawa, was born to refugees of the 1967 war. She currently lives in
Pennsylvania with her daughter. She is a political commentator. Playground for
Palestine is her project dedicated to upholding the right to play for Palestinian
children in the refugee camps and elsewhere.
Reviewer: Dr Sima Peer-Karani with editing by: Zubeida Choonara
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AN OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
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QUALITY CUT
& EDGE FINISHING

We supply wonderfully crafted cabinetry,
boards and furnishings for fashionably
modern homes.
Alberton
011 907 0735

Bloemfontein
051 447 8100

Cape Town
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Lenasia
011 321 1313

Randfontein
011 321 1312

Rustenburg
014 538 0378
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A DARK, EDGY

LIFESTYLE STATEMENT

Rolls-Royce Sandton recently launched the Rolls-Royce Black Badge in South Africa. This new series
revamped Kyalami race track
AUTHOR: Torque Talk is a member of SAGMJ

‘B

lack Badge is an attitude
to life, an aspect of
the Rolls-Royce brand
that appeals to those people who
takers and disruptors who break
the rules and laugh in the face of
convention. They are driven by a
restless spirit. They play hard and
they change the world. Technically
and aesthetically Black Badge is
the alter ego of Rolls-Royce, darker,
powerful, and more demanding.
With Black Badge we have created
the most commanding presence on
the super-luxury landscape. It is a
truly transformative moment for
our great brand,’ enthuses Torsten
Müller-Ötvös, CEO of Rolls-Royce
Motor Cars.

Today’s generation of young,
rule-breakers are just as
uncompromising and unapologetic
in their choice of living and
lifestyle as their predecessors. They
follow the road less travelled, live
the unconventional life, darkly
obsessed by their own pursuits and
accomplishments from which they
derive a pure adrenaline rush.
The result is Black Badge.
AN ALTER EGO FOR A NEW BREED
OF CUSTOMER
Rolls-Royce Black Badge speaks
to the darker, more assertive,
of these customers. As a truly
bespoke response to their desires,
the interplay of brand and customer

has had a transformative effect on
the appearance and substance of
Rolls-Royce Ghost and Wraith. The
result is Ghost Black Badge and
Wraith Black Badge.
THE SUBSTANTIVE
TRANSFORMATION OF AN ICON
The transformation begins with the
‘Flying Lady’ who changes not in
design, posture or material, but in
colour to represent the owner’s dark
obsession. She mutates into a highgloss black vamp, proudly scything
through the night-time cityscape.
The Double R badge on the prow,
motor car, inverted to become silver
on black while chrome surfaces such
as the front grille surround, boot

first appeared in www.accountancysa.org.za
>>> to page 36...
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ENGINE

WRAITH BLACK BADGE
6,5 L V12 CYLINDER

POWER

465 KW

TORQUE
and exhaust pipes turn dark. The
multiple layers of paint and lacquer
that go into creating Black Badge
Black are repeatedly hand polished
– the most exacting painting and
polishing process ever used for a
solid paint colour.
is also embroidered on the Black
Badge’s upholstery as black leather
combines with vibrant colours of
Tailored Purple in Ghost Black
Badge and Cobalto Blue in Wraith
Black Badge, delivering a more
edgy feel to the cabin.
light cast from the black starlight
the cabin from the polished fascia
to create a darkly atmospheric
ambiance.
In Ghost Black Badge it
is important to ensure rear
compartment passengers’ comfort
by maintaining Rolls-Royce’s
renowned ‘Magic Carpet Ride’.
Rolls-Royce engineers used the
to make Ghost Black Badge a little
more menacing. Subtle engine
increase by 40 bhp (30 kW) to 603
bhp (450 kW) and torque by 60 Nm
(840 Nm) compared to the current
Ghost, whilst upgrades to the eightspeed automatic transmission give
Ghost Black Badge an added sense

of urgency in how it delivers its
power.
Wraith Black Badge is a
completely different proposition.
Already the most powerful RollsRoyce in the world at 623 bhp (465
kW), Wraith has always been the
most driver-focused car in RollsRoyce’s model range. However,
understanding how driven this
new breed of customer is and their
wish to push the boundaries of life,
Rolls-Royce’s engineering team
worked painstakingly to give this
most phenomenal fastback coupé a
uniquely discernible extra edge.
Again, upgrades to the eightspeed automatic transmission inject
a level of added urgency in how
Wraith Black Badge delivers its
power.
During deceleration or braking,
the transmission downshifts a few
rpm sooner, providing the extra
security of added engine braking
and thereby delivering a more
spirited drive.
The result is a tauter and
slightly more physical drivinghandling capability, a high degree
of steering feedback, and more
neutral cornering characteristics.

870 NM

0–100 KM/H

4,5 SECONDS

PRICE
POA

With its speed-dependent steering
adjustment, the car delivers a
greater sense of security, even at
high speeds, as the weight of the
steering adjusts to the speed of the
car.
Always conscious of the safety
of its owners and other users of the
road, Rolls-Royce has also upgraded
the brakes of both Black Badge
models, increasing the diameter of
the front brake discs by one inch
for a swifter and more direct brake
enhancement, Wraith Black Badge
has been equipped with automatic
LED headlights ensuring optimum
night vision while scything through
the dark.

first appeared in www.accountancysa.org.za
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Roshmed is there
in your time of need.

Full cover for hospitalisation
Personal service - no haggling
with call centres
Full support and assistance for
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